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STAR OF SARMATIA. 
Oration Delivered at the Exhibition of the 
Junior Class, June 22, 1887. 
WILL II. WRIGHT. 
ill~ HE world is rapidly tending 
= l = toward popular forms of 
government. The recogni-
tion of the rights of the individual 
character has marked the dawn of 
a new era in the affairs of nations. 
The acknowledgement of the lib-
erty and the equality of man hds 
wrought a grand and triumphant 
revolution in systems of g·overn-
ment. 
Born at his creation, struggling 
through the darkness of ignorance 
for centuries, at times baptized in 
a sea of blood, the idea of man's 
liberty and independence before 
Goel and his fellow-men has ever 
been like a guiding star sending 
the beneficient ray of hope through 
the rifted clouds of time. 
The soul has ever longed for lib-
erty. Whether in the piercing 
cold of the polar snows, on the 
burning torrid sands, on the roll-
ing swells of the restless sea, or in 
I the awful solitudes of the trackless 
· forests, man has ever sought 
emancipation. As nations ascend 
in the pathway of progress, the ar-
maments of war are exchanged for 
the blossom-laden boughs of peace; 
national intercourse produces a 
warm philanthropy ; and the silk-
en, unseen cord of sympathy binds 
the hearts of nations together in a 
strong, endearing brotherhood. 
To-day the hearts of countless 
thousands swell in pity for bleed-
ing Ireland, in her anguish, and the 
quickening impulse of the present 
heralds the break of Freedom's 
morn on Erin's outraged, blood-
stained strand. 
The past history of nations has 
been a mad struggle for suprema-
cy. Every subordinate interest 
has been sacrificed to the achieve-
ment of this desire. Nations have 
risen to power and fame, rivalling 
the very stars in glory, and in a 
crash of political discord or shat-
tered ambitions have vanished 
from the earth. 
The subjugation of one people 
possesses a rare and touching in-
terest-the dismembership and 
ultimate destruction of Poland. 
The sad tale of her wreck and ruin 
II6 LITERARY. 
has no parallel in the annals of tier of Europe, a sentinel at the 
the world. gate of the icy barriers ofRussia, she 
Stretching from the Baltic to was, in early times, the store house 
the Euxine, from the Smolensky to of nations, from whence issued the 
Bavaria, embracing the whole stubborn hordes of brave warriors 
of Acient Scythia, Poland was who so long pressed down upon 
once a great and mighty nation. and finally overthrew the Roman 
N aturc had clothed her fertile soil Empire. These warlike tribes dis-
with beauty. The mossy plain seminated over all Europe the pas-
and blue-vei11cd valleys, rich with sions of their race, their ardent 
luxuriant vegetation, seemed frqh love of liberty, their intense hatred 
from the finger-tips of God. Her of thraldom, their profound devo-
rippling rivers singing along their tion to religion. From the gate, 
bowe1y banks decked with the of Rome to the far off isle ol 
rosy robes of summer, sang a joy- Britain, the Pole became the syn-
ful carol; while her blossom-scent- onym for courage and strength. 
ed breezes stealing over meadow On his approach tyrants trembled, 
and moorland whispered of peer- monarchs paled, and slave and ser1 
less beauty and picturesque repose. saw the prophetic vision of a 
Her snow-capped mountains tow- brighter day. 
ering majestically to the taintless The seventeenth century saw 
air of heaven, and the icy blasts Poland in the midst of a great civil 
that shriek around their summits·, struggle. Rival claimants for a 
arc symbols of courag·e and vacant crmvn kindled the flames of 
strength. , war. The nation which had foug-ht 
The valiant son of Poland bears and overcome the stronge,;t of 
a striking resemblance to his en- European monarchies now throbs 
vironments, his form erect and beneath the convulsions of civil 
strong, like her towering moun- war. It \Yas once Pole against 
tains; his courage, dauntless as Turk or Russian ; it is now Pole 
her fiercest winds of winter; his against Pole. The fierce warriors, 
temper, sweet as the fragrant in- who had carried their flag in tri-
cense of her vernal zephyrs. The umph over the walls of St. Peters-
sculptor's chisel or the artist's burg, and set their eagles proudly 
brush might ask no fitter model in the crag·s of the far Carpathians, 
than the faultless features of her become the deadly combatants in 
dark-haired daughter, and liberty the awful trag-edy. 
might seek no purer skies 'neath The nation trembles beneath in-
which to rear her sun-gilt citadels. tcrnal discord. Kings are crowned 
Situated on the northern fron- and deposed in quick succession. 
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From the ashes of feudalism, France, but both nations, crippled 
Phoenix-like, rise the enemies of by recent wars, can only look with 
agrarianism. . Anarchy, like an pity on the savage scene. 
arch-demon from the nether world, On the eve of the conflict a si-
seizes the rod of state and, clad in lent, oppressive calm settles down 
the purple of authority, sits on the on the stricken land, like the mo-
regal throne. mentous quiet preceding the 
In this moment, when all seems mighty upheaval of a bellowing 
drifting toward turmoil and con- earthquake, or the soft, solemn 
fusion, a shock, like that of a stillness before the fearful frenzy 
mighty earthquake, breaks on of a howling hurricane. The winds 
wretched Poland. The three great of war freshen. The three great 
powers: Russia, Austria, and powers combine their armies and 
Prussia, unite to accomplish her prepare for the brutal campaign. 
ruin. Like fierce ravenous vultures Poland's fate is sealed. Down 
gloating over their prey, they are into her blossoming borders come 
to attempt the ruin of a nation the hireling legions like a mighty 
each feared to cope alone. flood, sweeping before them every 
Poland awakes to the realization vestig·e of life and dipping their 
of her peril. As by magic her gleaming sword-points in a na-
warring armies combine to meet tion's blood. 
the foreign foes. The enemies in No other such spectacle as this! 
the late struggle forget their petty When America was almost dis-
fueds in the terror of the coming heartened in her struggle for inde-
conflict. Forces rally around one pendence, France extended a help-
llag with one purpose, and one ing hand and America was saved. 
hope: the freedom of their country. I But alas for Poland! Each hour 
The bloody drama is at hand. is freighted with its load of hor-
All Europe waits with bated ) ror ; each day marks the approach 
breath, the result of the strugg-le. of the crisis. Battles are fought in 
Visions of a falling kingdom flit quick succession. The roar of can-
across the continent like fleecy _ non and the whistle of bullets 
clouds across a storm-swept sky. shriek the hoarse reveille of death. 
Ah ; but it cannot be thus ! The ruthless foes paint the beau-
Some nation must rise to aid the tiful cities and splendid palaces in 
fated people ! The remammg lurid flames while the rivers run 
powers of Europe view the scene red with blood. 
with quiet compassion. France Oh, useless struggle! Van-
looks hopefully at England, and quished by numbers but not by 
England looks expectantly at courage the Pole is slowly driven 
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back upon his capital until at last 
with one sad moan the nation lies 
at the feet of her despoilers. Oh, 
that I had power that I might 
paint the desolation of the wretch-
ed country ! Oh, that humanity 
has ever survived to witness such 
a struggle! 
It would seem that even iron-
hearted Russia might be content 
with the subjugation and the an-
nexation of her great rival, but 
nameless horrors are yet to be in-
flected on this hopeless race. 
Oppression follows the dismember-
ship of territory. The horrors of 
persecution follow in the wake 
of the horrors of war. Men, 
women and children are torn 
from their houses and kindred, 
from all the tender associations 
of life, and forced across the 
treeless, trackless steppes of Rus-
sia, where vegetation never yet has 
smiled and whose barren wastes 
have never yet heard other sounds 
than sobs of pain ; far across the 
mighty Caucassius, exiled to the 
cold, heartless desolations of 
Siberia, where fiendish famine 
mocks misery and woe. A short 
interval of Russia's barbaric rule 
made freedom still a sweeter theme 
for Poland. Will she survive the 
throes of subjection? Is her anni-
hilation complete ? This champ-
ion of liberity ! This crystal fount 
of justice l This paragon of gov-
ernment! Can it be that the bul-
wark of Christendom, in one gen-
eration, shall be blotted from the 
pages of the book of nations in the 
next? God of nations, forbid ! 
Switzerland was helpless in the 
hands of tyrannic Austria, when 
William Tell arose and cleaved 
the chains that bound her down. 
England was well-nigh lost in a 
maze of kingcraft, when Cromwell 
grasped her hand and led her forth. 
So Poland looks for a soul to lead 
her to rescue and Kosciusko steps 
forth. _Almost in an instant the 
splendor of his name lights the 
beacon of hope on the crests of a 
thousand hills. Again the awful 
spectacle of war is witnessed. 
Again the valor of the Polish war-
rior is overcome by a countless foe. 
Kosciusko is defeated, captured 
and thrust into a prison cell. But 
a brief struggle, and the war is 
over. But a groan of anguish, and 
the nation dies. But a sigh of 
pity, and her tale is told. But a 
twinkle and a flash, and Poland, 
Poland, the STAR OF SAR MA TIA, 
the brightest gem in the galaxy of 
European nations, falls and van-
ishes in gloom. 
----•-----
THE LITTLE NIGHTINGALE OF 
TWICKENHAM. 
"\ }G) HEN the world in a fit of 
VV ague shook down the great 
temples of the South, Lon-
don in the repose and wealth that 
portend literary prodigies sent 
forth a rival poet for all times in 
SCJENT.lF.lC. 
intellectual vigor, terseness, bril-1 In this he more than preserved the 
liancy and ingenuity. Alexander elevation he so early acquired. 
Pope contributed much as an in- i Its aim was to supply a philosophy 
structor and more as a poet to I that would be a golden mean to 
England and the world. His I the then bitterly antagonistic 
career as a student was neither i opinion concerning the relations of 
very extended nor remarkably i God and man. This appeared in 
successful. At the early ag·e of j four epistles showing respectively 
twelve disagreement in school · the relations of man to the universe, 
drove him to undertake a course to himself, to society and to happi-
of self-instruction wherein he ness. This is replete with moral 
pursued the study of literature truths and trite expressions and is 
with great enthusiasm. He re- mingled with a sweetness and dig·-
garded his achievements as the nity of expression that overbalance 
architecture of his own endeavors; the ethical distinctions now gen-
they were rather the rich flower era!Iy disapproved. 
clusters of several generations of Bolingbrokc, the Deist, is gen-
carefully trained literary taste. He erally supposed to have instilled 
was an inevitable poet. Tbe im- into the poet the idea that ''all par-
ag-cr}' and music of poetrywere not tial evil is universal good," and its 
put on for occasions and taken off corollary, "\Vhatcvcr is is right." 
again, like fine clothes, but ,1·cn: a He may have sugg·estcd the idea-all 
pure vital suffusion of his nature. ideas arc sugg·ested by something·; 
This natural proclivity found an but the existence of a work of such 
expression in many able produc- extension and such masterly in-
tions before he \Yas fifteen years of vestigation is sufficient evidence 
age. The '· E~say on Criticism,'' that Pope was intimately related to 
one of1his rnastc:rpieccs, was ,nit- the theory. Some pa,;sages of this 
ten at the close of his teens. In and other poems show a fierceness 
this presentation of the nature and and petulance occasioned perhaps 
spirit of ethical and literary criti- by the author's extremely,\-cak and 
cism he displayed such clcc1.r dis- sensitive constitution. His bio-
crimination, such close judgment graphy, if\\·e accept the preponder-
and such a vigorou,; and compact ance of authority, is a medley of 
style of diction as to bring him at peculiar antitheses. He scathed dis-
once into popular favor. This pro- honesty, but was himself its expo-
cluction -was followect by scn:ral nent: he urged the ,.rnrlcl to can-
other:; of nearly equal merit, and dor and morality and himself prac-
these in turn by the masterpiece ticed duplicity and artifice; he pro-
of his life, "The Essay on l\fan." frssed Christianity and taught De-
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I 
ism; perfidous and bitter to his op- ! theatre of life it remaineth only for 
ponents and enemies he showed God and angels to be lookers on. 
an unwavering and reverential de- -Bacon. 
vntion to his parents and his small ' Be brief; for it is with words as 
circle of close friends. He was . iYith sunbeams, the more thev are 
nature's admirer but not her poet. ; condensed the deeper they burn. 
Like others he scanned her matcn- '-Southey. 
less fabric ,vith prophetic eye ; 
but her lessons to him were only 
illustrative, subsidiary. His glory 
lay in sounding the depth of the 
human soul and in studying man 
in all the varied phases his being 
assumes. He turned the lessons 
of nature's sublimity and grandeur 
into interpreting· <liversities of 
human feelings and passions and in 
aiding the S\vcctness of his songs. 
His rich imag·ination drifting off 
into the realm of ideal wisdom and 
morals he read her umvritten !es-
sons, and returning, depicted life in 
all its truer, nobler relations. 
----•-----
PEN FLASHES. 
The Ledger paid $25,000 for 
"Norwood." 
The British Museum contains 
over 2,000,000 books. 
Have you seen Mr. Beecher's 
newly published novel, "Norwood''? 
Look out for "American Auth-
or,3" in the fall numbers of THE 
AURORA. 
vVho docs the best his circum-
stances allows, does well, acts no-
bly; angels could no more.-
Young. 
Men must know that in this 
No matter what his rank of 
position may be, the lover of books 
is the happiest and richest of 
men.-Langford. 
It· is not the deed a man does 
but the ·way that he does it, should 
plead for the man's compensation 
in doing it.-Lucile. 
The Century Co. paid Messrs. 
Hay & Nicolay $50,000 for the 
right to publish their "Life of Lin-
coln" in the 1vlaga,:::inc. 
In a list of over sixty of the most 
noted American poets the name of 
\Vil! Carleton is not included by 
N. r. Royse in his "American Lit-
erature." 
''Alcohol From Beets" received 
a lengthy discussion in one of 
the eastern magazines. '•'Beats 
from Alcohol" should have received 
dis cussin'. 
Boys flying kites haul in their 
white winged birds ; 
You can't do that way when 
you're flying words. 
-Will Carleton. 
If you have great talents, indus-
try will improve them ; mockrate 
abi!ities, industry will supply their 
deficiency. Nothing· is denied to 
well-directed labor ; nothing is 
SCIENTIFIC. I2I 
ever to be attained without it.-
Reynolds. 
THE LESS BRIGHT PAST. 
meni:al truth by that great body of 
intelligent writers and scholars, 
not necessarily acquaintect with 
the details of physics, is evident 
Homer was a beggar. from the frequent use, by them, of 
Spencer died in want. such phrases as "mechanical phi-
Cervantes died of hunger. losophy," "mechanical theory," 
Raleigh <lied on the scaffold. "mechanism" of p hen omen a. 
Dryden lived in poverty and Thus the explanation of phenom-
distress. ena relating· to the material world, 
Butler lived a life of penury and loosely classified as natural philos-
died in debt. ophy and darkly understood as 
Byron lived almost friendless j physics, must be referred back 
and died as he had lived. I and shown to depend upon some 
Milton could obtain only $75 well-known mechanical principle. 
for his copyright of•'Paradise Lost" It is the purpose of this article to 
and finished his life in obscurity. state, and illustrate briefly, some 
Goldsmith was compelled to of the fundamental principles of 
sill "Vicar of \Vakefield" for a mechanics which co-ordinate and 
trifle to escape the grip of the law. 
Payne never received a cent for 
"Home, Sweet Home," yet the 
publishers cleared over $20,000 in 
two years. 
NEWTON. 
]. C. HAINER. 
JTI~ 0 the student of physics a 
~ l ~ sound knowledge of mechan-
ics is essential. It is upon 
this foundation that the physical 
structure must rest; and without 
which no permanent advance in 
any branch of physics can be 
made. That this view is becom-
ing to be recognized as a funda-
correlate the various branches of 
modern physics. 
Should we enter on an historical 
investigation of the growth and 
development of physics, the most 
striking fact would be the snail-
' like progress of this science clown 
to comparatively recent times. 
The cause of this fruitless search 
and struggle after truth was clue 
to antagonism to the the following 
general principle : ;Yo scientific 
!mow/edge of tlze material universe 
can be obtained except by observa-
tz'on and experiment, a!ld mathe-
matical deduction from tlzc same. 
It seems hard to believe that it re-
quired the human mind near 3,000 
years to learn that simple truth ; 
but 11 e can hardly hope that all 
have learned it even now in such a 
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way as to act upon that knowl- ! tions based thereon lead to true 
edge. I results, altogether independent of 
The basis of modern physics was I time and place. 
laid clown by Sir Isaac Newton. 
1 
The first clause of the first law 
He understood the above axiom seems to be self-evident; the sec-
in its entirety. He believed in it oncl clause, however, seems to be 
and, accordingly, acted upon his . a contradiction of the daily expe-
belief. Newton saw that all phys- rience of each of us. In fact, its 
ical phenomena are either due to realization forms no part of incli-
motion or the result of motion; ' vidual experience in any natural 
and to formulate the general laws phenomenon about us open to ob-
of motion was a problem first sue- ' servation. But experiment comes 
ccssfully solved by him. He re- 1 to our aid and teaches that as the 
I 
duced tho laws of motion to three i resistances to motion arc dimin-
in number. In his honor they arc i ished, the more closely does the 
known as Newton's three laws of: resultant motion approximate to 
motion and are as follows: (1) A the statement of the law. \Ve 
body at rest remains at rest; or, if may say, the la\v i,; the exprq;sion 
in motion, moves uniformly in a I of the hmz't to which all bodies in 
straig·ht line forever. (2) Change ' motion tend ; and herein lies its 
of motion takes place in the direc- chief sig;nificance and its remarka-
tion of the acting· force and is pro- ble utility. All attempts to estab-
portional thereto. (3) To every lish the law by so-called logical 
action there is opposed an equal, proofs, when examined, are found 
contrary and simultaneous reac- based on the principle of sufficind 
tion. In these iaws force and m:- reason-a dangerous principle at 
tion are equivalents and, if used in all times, but never more so than 
the Newtonian sense, force is any when used as an instrument of sci-
cause that produces or tends to cntific research. 
produce change in the configura- The tirst law is briefly expressed 
tion of a material system. by the statement that matter ftas 
Simple as these laws are,. they z·ncrtia (rnatter being defined as 
g;cneralize all of dymarnics, and anything possessing· weig·ht; the 
statics as well, which is but a par- true 7/leasurc of matter is supplied 
ticular case of dyn:1.mics. These by the second law). Inertia-
laws, moreover, rest on an expcri- whatever it may denote and con-
mental basis; and the supreme vey etymologically-in physics 
test of their truth is found in their does not mean lm::iness. It docs 
unfailing accuracy to harmonize mean the perseverence, the per-
with experience, and all calcula- sistence of matter in its present 
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state, be that state one of motion 
or one of rest. Inertia expresses 
the indtjference of matter. 
This law also furnishes us a 
measure of time. In fact our idea 
of uniform motion rests on the 
idea of a body moving over equal 
spaces in equal intervals of time. 
And the physical interpretation of 
equal intervals of time is the turn-
ing of the earth through equal an-
gles. All astronomical observa-
tions impress the fact of the uni-
formity of the rotation of the 
earth ; the decrease being less 
than one second in a million years. 
Thus the measure of the "great 
independent variable" of nature is 
determined. 
The second law informs us when 
we can affirm that a force acts on 
a boJy and also furnishes us a cor-
rect measure of force. If we de-
fine acceleration as rate of change 
of velocity. then, evidently, the 
law affirms that the measure of 
force is the product of mass bJ' ac-
celeration. That this is a correct 
measure of force is proved by the 
fact that all calculations based 
thereon lead to demonstrably true 
results, whether reference be made 
to local surface terrestrial phenom-
ena, or to the grander movements 
of celestial orbs. 
When we note that acceleration 
is, in the language of higher math-
ematics, the second differential co-
efficient of space regarded as a 
function of time, those who are ac-
quainted with the processes of the 
calculus immediately recognize the 
power conferred by the second law 
of motion. No analytical ~kill, 
however great, can prove the law. 
Experience, experiment taught it 
to Newton, and to all who have 
ever learned it after him. But its 
truth once admitted, it becomes an 
axiom by whose aid the geometer 
can reach results bordering, to the 
uninitiated, on the marvelous. 
The law, moreover, makes no 
allusion to other forces which may 
act on the body at t!te same time. 
Hence the statement of the law 
applies to each force which may 
act on the body; and from this 
point of view is equivalent to the 
statement,-eaclz force produces its 
effect independently of all other 
forces,-and this annunciation of 
the second law often goes by the 
name of Galileo's principle. Cer-
tainly a worthy tribute to his 
memory in acknowledgement of 
the eminent services he rendered 
to science an<l the world. The 
law also teaches that force is a di-
rected quantity. \Vherever a force 
is, it is acting and in a definite and 
determinate direction. Another 
characteristic of force which lends 
itself easily to math.::matical treat-
ment. Out of the fact that force 
is a directed quantity arises the 
parallelogram law which in turn is 
the fundamental proposition on 
which is based the Graphical 
Method of solving all problems in -
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valving the determination of I 
forces. 
Since force is measured by mass 
and acceleration jointly, it is evi-
dent that as soon as the units of 
force and acceleration are deter-
mined, their ratio will give the 
true measure of mass; and this 
measure of mass is entirely dis-
tinct from weight. Weight is va-
riable for the same body, depend-
ing on its relation to some other 
body. What on earth is a pound 
weight, to solar inhabitants would 
be a z8fu weight, and to lunar in-
inhabitants would dwindle to 7oz. 
weight ; yet the mass ,vould re-
main the same and at each place 
would be expressed by the same 
number, which depends altogether 
on the units selected. 
The third law states that forces 
always occur in pairs. They are 
equal, simultaneous, and oppositely 
directed. This law is obvious for 
bodies at rest; and an illustration 
will make clear the sense of the law 
in case of motion : when a force 
acts on a body so as to cause ac-
celeration in its motion, the inertia 
of the body resists this accelera-
tion ; and this resistance of a body 
to acceleration, otlzerwise free, con-
stitutes the reaction specified in 
the third law. Hence forces are 
always in equilibrium ; but in ap-
plying this proposition to dynamic 
forces the resistance of the body 
to acceleration must be included 
as one of the equilibrating forces. 
La Grange, the great French 
geometer, who divided honors 
with La Place, made the analyti-
cal expression of this third law the 
fundamental equation of his anal-
ytical mechanics which was an ex-
haustive discussion and develop-
ment of this one equation. All 
actions of matter on matter are 
included under this law, the broad-
est and deepest of the three. The 
view La Grange took of this law 
when applied strictly to mechanics 
-machines-can be concisely ex-
pressed in the equivalent form: 
Tlzc wor!.: done by t/ze power is 
equal to tlze iuor!.: done al{ainst t!te 
resistances, whether these resist-
ances arise from friction, cohesion, 
weight or acceleration, severally 
or in combination. But when ap-
plied to physical phenomena, in 
general, in modern times, it has 
received the dignified title of con-
servation of energy. All physical 
science may justly be regarded as 
a commentary on this all-embrac-
ing law. Modern physics is a 
study of the transformations and 
transferences of energy. 
There is no such thing as the 
conservation of force, as is easily 
demonstrated by any of the 
"mechanical powers." Objectively, 
force always presents itself to us 
under one or another of these two 
equivalent forms : The time rate 
of the change of momentum, or 
the space rate of the transforma-
tion of energy ; subjectively, each 
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individual must interpret according sentences can be devoted to this 
to his "muscular sense." subject. The so-called laws of 
Various attempts have been nature are not discovered by 
made to reduce the three New- mathematical analysis. Observa-
tonian laws to a single general tion and experiment alone can re.-
principle, but all without success. veal them. Suppose, now, a law is 
Even should such a reduction be enunciated, and we wish to find out 
possible, its utility would be ques- all its consequences, what other 
tionable, since the clearness, sim- particular truths which may net 
plicity and generality of Newton's for the moment be appearent, are 
statements satisfies all the require- 1 involved in it, how shall we pro-
ments of critical modern science. ceed ? Only one course is open ; 
The genius of Newton's scienti- analyze the evidence you have 
fie intellect reveals itself as much, collected. You are both judge 
if not more, in the three laws of and jury ; and a correct analysis, 
motion as in the discovery of the however effected, will always lead 
law of gravitation,-a law that es- you to the same verdict. To ef-
tablished intellectual oi:der in the feet the analysis it is not necessary 
solar system. He laid the ration- to use any symbols at all; and 
al foundation of mechanics, phys- many minds do so proceed to 
ics and astronomy, and his beauti- reach conclusions. But to the 
fol discoveries accelerated the pro- great majority of minds the sym-
gress of each of these sciences and bolic, the mathematical method is 
whose quickening influences are far the easier. The ultimate an-
felt even to-day. He saw the in- alysis, however, is the same in 
tellectual side of the phenomena both methods of procedure. The 
of motion about him, sifted out the illustrious Faraday preferred the 
essential and permanent from the former method ; the peerless Max-
non-essential and transitory and well, the second ; and both are 
,·erified his judgments re- worthy to stand by the side of 
garding them by careful experi- Newton. 
ment. In all his scientific labors, In short, the same ideas which 
Newton's methods bear' the char- one person will express in ordin-
acteristics specified in the axiom ary language, another will repre-
at the head of this article. sent by a line or other geometrical 
This seems a proper place to say magnitude, while a third will rep-
a few words, which may prove resent it by an algebraic symbol. In 
helpful to some students, regarding each case the process of thought is 
the use of mathematics in physics ; the same. The last method called 
tho' on account of space only a few the analytical has on account of its 
EDITORIAL. 
brevity a decided advantage in 
tracing out complex relations 
among various phenomena ; and 
hence, in my opinion, greatly econ-
omizes mental energy. 
The student who has a clear no-
tion of Newton's three laws and 
can intelligently apply them has 
conquered the first and greatest 
difficulty he will encounter in the 
study of physics. But let him be 
warned against the fatal blunder 
of being satisfied with a mere ver-
bal knowledge of the same. 
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JUNIOR EXHIBITION. 
While other colleges are having 
commencement exercises and their 
Seniors are making the last great 
oratorical effort of their college 
lives, we are holding the Junior 
Exhibition and our Juniors are 
taking their first oratorical flights. 
The decqrations this year were 
unique and called forth general ad-
miration. By means of barking 
( of trees) by two sturdy Seniors, 
the posts in front of the stage were 
transformed into two large elms, 
which were then trimmed with 
Virginia creeper. Along the top 
and extending entirely across the 
stage grapevines were trained and 
formed a very pretty foreground. 
In front of the stage was a large 
vessel filled with water, around 
which were placed stones, moss 
and ferns. Beautiful white pond 
lilies floated in the water, while a 
fountain running out of '88 played 
over all-that is, it played until 
something broke and then it 
played out. (vVe are assured on 
good authority that it was not the 
orations that drz'ed up the fount-
ain.) The scene was so rustic that 
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the orator ,vho had been seeking cleur than ever before; thou art en-
the shade of some lonely tree and shrined in a million hearts; the in-
there speaking "sermons" to "the spiration of thy poets and artists 
stones and running brooks" must j shall not cease to be felt until the 
have felt quite at home. The last golden grain of the sands of 
·windows back of the stage Time shall have passed from his 
were draped with lace curtains crystal hour-glass into eternity. 
and the stage arranged to look Miss Julia W entch then spoke 
like a ;Jar!or. The chapel was on the "Power of Purpose." Her 
completely filled by the large aud- oration showed the influence of a 
ience that had assembled. Pres. purpose. Her purpose when she 
Chamberlain had charge of the ex- wrote the first part of the oration 
ercises and Rev. Moulton, of seemed to have been to write an 
Ames, made the invocation. The oration because she had to; but in 
first speaker of the evening· was the latter part of the oration her 
Clarence Baker, subject, "The purpose seemed to be to express 
Phoenix of Civilization." He de- thought that she believed and felt 
scribed the former greatness of and consequently it was much bet~ 
Rome and noted the fact that her ter than the first part. Her com-
disintegration, "like that of the key- parison of a steady purpose to a 
stone of an arch, was from within." st ream growing stronger as it flows 
She again obtains power with the onward was good. Her delivery 
cross instead of the sword as its in g·eneral was g·ood, but there was 
symbol. Again she becomes cor- sometimes a lack of force at the 
rupted but the Reformation puri- close of a sentence, which weak-
fies the moral atmosphere. Her cned the delivery some,vhat: 
language, though dead, yet lives A purpose is the eternal condition 
in her hundreds of children. Mr. of success; nothing will take its 
Raker seemed at home 011 the place; talent will not, the natural 
stage but was not natural all the 
time. His gestures were numer-
ous and fairly good. The oration 
contained some good sentences 
but had the usual fault of orations 
-too much generalization and not 
enough clear, definite thought. 
The following is his closing sen-
tence: 
But thou art not dead; thy golden 
age lives to-clay in a sublimer gran-
unfolding of the faculties will not 
' echication will not ; the country is 
full of unsuccessful educated persons • 
indeed, there is no road to the true,s~ 
success Lut through a clear, s1rong, 
noble purpose. 
Mr. J. G. Davidson followed with 
an oration on "Human Failures." 
He noted the fact that success has 
been lauded and failure execrated 
and asserted that success is but 
the surmounting of countless fail-
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ures. Men fail because their aspi-
rations arc greater than their abil-
ities and through misdirected ef-
fort, or through the lack of power, 
energy or judgment. Mr. David-
son seemed perfectly at ease on 
the stage, but there ,vas a lack of 
force in his delivery and his voice 
was too low at times. There ,n::re 
some quite striking· expressions in 
his oration but there v,as not a 
sufficiently definite line of thorn~·ht 
clearly brought out: 
Each must decide whether his 
tia." vV e are not usually very 
1nuch interested in orations that 
treat of persons and events long 
since passed and which have no 
real importance to us to-day; but 
Miss \Veatherby's pleasant voice, 
graceful delivery and fine compo-
sition commanded the attention of 
everyone. The following is her 
characterization of the age in 
·which Hypatia lived: 
Whenever the problem of future 
existance is worked out anew the 
great characters of that age are irn-
ortalized by the name martyr ancl failures shall be his stepping stones 
to success or a mill-stone around his tyrant. Tbis was a pre-eminent age. 
neck to drag him to the bottomless Thought was uplifted from the sunc 
set of unbelief to the dawn of faith and pit of d'espair. 
scepticism was vanishing as mist be-
The next speaker was Mr. C. vV. 
fore the noonday sun. 
Hunt, subject, "Power of Ideas." l\· i[ L C 1"'d. . tl · t 
, , 1 ~r. . . 11 en was -1e nex 
Mr. Hunt's voice was clear anCJ 1 . • • • • 
• • • . _ :0;p;:,:kcr and his orc1.t1on was m 
d1stmct and his g-cstures good, but , . . ll • , S 
L re:;li1tv as we as 111 name a ' uc-
he did not seem perfectly at home ' ,; . . 
• • • ! cess. Hts delivery was strong and 
on the sta,se. Hts oratwn consist- . 
. , "" . . . . . earnest, so also was the oratwn 
cd ma1111y of c1tat10ns to h1stoncal cl l t · tl 1 · · an w 1a · 1s ra 1er unusua 111 an 
characters whose lives have been 
wonderful illustrations of the pow-
er of ideas. The following is his 
closing sentence: 
Thus goverments are built 11p, 
civilization advanced, new inven-
tions and discoveries are made in 
science by the hundreds, literature 
keeps pace with their rapid strides 
;,i..l}d all of these stand out as wit-
tlg,SpAj,fj;sJ.lld testi Cy to the flower of 
µ;l;yfl~l-:'.JJ'.JlJ;( jJHL 
b'.JAf~AJio·r?J\lliJJ.el/wm was rested a 
V~Hlc?.i by'.J'.:\Wi.tBiiiDdMils~J 1:Florence 
\kt-61a i:niVt9f (~pdf2e /!fllBJel"f ! WiFfypfll 
oration, but an excdlcnt quality, 
it brought out clearly a complete 
and connected line of thought: 
; A great intellectual feat cannot be 
! accomplished by mere effort, neither 
can it be purfected without it. A 
great thing can only be done by a 
great man, and he is the result nf that 
rare corn bin a ti on-natural 
and the will to labor. 
talent 
Great works do not make great-
ness-they only reveal it. They are 
an outgrowth of an universal being. 
They are the embodiments of the 
sfHH).\·TlW~Vlw11s: born ,g11t?at, 
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If, however, he should fail to reach ! men do not profit by the exper-
the goal of his wisLes, which is pos- ience of others but repeat their 
sible in spite of the utmost efforts, he mistakes. He claimed that it is 
will live and die with the conscious- the "grasping after the finite _ in-
ness of having done his best, which I stead of grasping for the infinite" 
after all is the _truest success to which I that brings success: 
man need aspire. "fh 1 f h' l'f e essons o t 1s I e are not 
"Star of Sarrnatia" by vV. H. evolved from the brains of dreamers 
\Vright came next and was a good nor philosophers, but are learned in 
example of the "typical" oration- the daily school of strife and en-
excellent composition, strong con- deavor. 
trasts, fine figures of speech; All the monetary sciences or fman-
strong, easy, gracefol, "oratorical" 1 cial treatises can't teach a man the 
delivery-an oratinn that fills the value of a dollar half so much or so 
hearer with admiration and makes well as by making him saw a cord of 
him think something wonderful is I dry hickory wood for it or dig post 
being said but does not give him a holes at ten cents an hour. 
thou,,:rht that he will 1-em~m ber five Bryant never wrote "Thanatopsis" 
· ,, f 1 1 l on a marble-top table in a hrown-mrnutes a ter t 1e spea <:er 1as . . 
I-I . t· -11 b c cl stone front, nor die! Dyron write closecL 1s ora 1011 wL, e 1oun , 
"rZoll on, thou dark and deep blue 
in full in this iss,1c. , 
! ocean" a thousand miles from water. 
Piano music for a chan~c, then 
"A \\'inning Element'' by Sherrnc:_11 
Yates. The audience expected 
something good from Mr. Yates 
and were disappointed in two 
ways. First, his delivery lacked 
force and was not so good as usu-
"The Raven" never )riginated in the 
brain of a man satiated with folly 
and pleasure, bnt burst from a soul 
steeped in the woes and miseries of 
a ruined life, 
Douglas J errolrl did not evolve the 
Caudle lectures out of his inner con-
al ; second, the oration \\'as strong- sciousness, but wrote them after he 
er and better than usual. It was had been married fifteen years. 
practical, common-sense, amusing, 
elevating and inspiring, ancl was 
a chang-e from the ordinary style 
of orations that was thoroughly 
appreciatccl by the audience. He 
introduced many examples to show 
that the success of men in all de-
partments of life has been due to 
their surroundings and experience. 
He also illustrated the fact that 
The next speaker was N. Spen-
cer, subject "r'c:rils of Foreign Im-
migration." I-k said that Ameri-
cans arc loath to hear of danger 
to our govern1;1ent, but seem to 
think that "Goel takes care of chil-
dren, fools and the United States." 
He pointed out the danger to be 
feared from immigration, and 
showed that, owing to the many 
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advantages offered by this coun- temporaneous races-the gross flesh 
try, itnmigration is likely to in- and blood human children and the 
crease rather than decrease. He fine spiritual and immortal children. 
said that the danger was not from Yet though the forces of our prac-
the industrious classes, who be- tical modern civilization seems thus 
come genuine American citizens, to oppose these children of the im-
but from the dregs of Europe who· agination, I still believe they domi-
are shipped in and from those who nate tbe world, tbey are stronger 
colonize and do not assimilate th an the legislature, they are the in-
spiration of tbe noblest legal enact-
American ideas. He also called 
ments of the century-the emanci-
attention to the increase in the 
pation of the slaves in America, the 
number of colonies and to the in-
serfs of Russia ancl the home protec-
crease in the number of criminals, tion laws of Iowa. 
a large per cent. of whom are for- She mentioned several ideal 
eigners. His oration was appre- characters such as Hamlet and 
ciated by all as an excellent dis- Uncle Tom, and showed how much 
cussion of a question of real im- more they have been studied than 
portance to us : any real characters. 
The viper of ignorance and crime The class song composed by 
casts its serpentine length at Castle their poet was sung by the class, the 
Garden, springs forward and emits President pronounced the benedic-
its venom on free institutions and in- tion and thus closed one of the 
telligent ballot; it fastens its deadly most successful Junior Exhibitions 
fangs on free speech and a free press ; ever held at the I. A. C. 
its scaly form winds its tortous path 
over our land, spitting out living 
death in the centers of population ; 
if not restrained it will gather within 
its folds the people's government, 
tighten its grasp and choke the last 
gasp of a nation's liberty. 
The last speaker of the evening 
was Miss Laura Moulton, subject, 
"The Reality of the Ideal." Her 
oration ,vas excellent in thought, 
composition and delvery, and tak-
ing· everything into account was 
not surpassed by any oration of 
the evening: 
This world is peopled by two con-
Or-E of the most successful terms 
in the history of the I. A. C. has 
just closed. The Freshman class 
was not as large as usual, partly 
because the sub-F,eshman class in 
algebra was done away with, but 
the other classes were larger than 
usual. Good order was maintained 
throughout the term, there was a. 
general interest manifested by the 
students in their studies and a 
general feeling of satisfaction felt 
by the students. There has been 
more social intercourse between 
ladies and gentlemen-and no in-
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crease in the number of "special-
izers," which is quite an improve-
ment, for one of the principal ob-
jections to this school has been 
the want of the "society culture" 
tern of teaching and the students 
have shown a marked improve-
ment in their delivery in speaking 
since she came here. 
given by general social intercourse THE honorary member session 
between the sexes. The "social" of the Agricultural Society held in 
on the Saturday night before the I the chapel on the last Friday night 
close of the term was the best that of the term was attended by most 
has been held 1:vithin the memory of the students and proved inter-
of the "oldest inhabitants." We esting and profitable to all. The 
hope that all will enjoy their vaca- first paper was by Prof. Halsted, 
tion and return rested and ready his subject being "The appropria-
for another pleasant and profitable tion of nitrogen by the clover 
term's work. plant." He gave quite a complete 
\,VE hope that our readers will 
excuse the mistakes that occurred 
in the last number of this paper as 
we were not at college and did not 
have a chance to correct the 
proof ourselves. 
====== 
account of the experiments made 
by himself and others that prove 
that plants do not absorb the free 
nitrogen of the air, that they ap-
propriate only the soluble nitro-
gen found in the soil, and that it is 
highly probable that bactera:: aid in 
THE reading given by Miss making nitrogen form soluble 
Blood, profec:sor of elecution and compounds and that the clover 
rhetoric, formed the fourth enter- plant furnishes favorable condi-
tainment in the faculty course and tions for the growth of this bactera:: ; 
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. hence the great power of clover in 
The "Settler's Story" . by Will absorbing nitrogen from the soil. 
Carleton and "Home, Sweet The next paper was by Pres. 
Home"-an incident in the late Chamberlain, subject, "The Greasy 
war, were well delivered; and her Mechanic and the Country Jake." 
rendering of ''The Low-Backed He stated that the law, medical 
Car" and "The Chariot Race" and theological schools were found-
from Lew vVallace's Ben Hur ed to educate lawyers, doctors and 
would have done credit to any preachers ; and if their graduates 
elocutionist in the United States. did not enter those professions 
Her retirement will be a great loss such schools would be considered 
to the institution for she is not failures. For the same reason an 
only an excellent elocutionist her- agricultural college that does not 
self but she has an excellent sys- educate and turn out farmers is 
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considered a failure and the presi- I. A. C. "Specializing" system was 
dent and faculty blamed for it. heartily applauded by the audi-
This, however, is like requiring ence. The Agricultural Society is 
them to make brick without straw one of the best features of the 
or clay either, for farmers do not Agricultural course and it is inter-
send their sons to be educated as esting and profitable to other stu-
farmers or mechanics, but as law- dents to attend its sessions, es-
yers, doctors, etc. The principal pecially such meetings as this 
reason he gave for this was that one was. 
manual labor has been universally ======= 
looked down upon and in proof of IN former times men were per-
this he gave the derivation ofa num- secuted for their opinions, but at 
ber of our common words such as the present time there is far more 
boor, churl, etc., showing that they liberality of views. Some have 
originally meant simply farmers or even become so liberal(?) minded 
country people. The next exer- that they denounce everyone 
cise was some very interesting and whose views are less liberal than 
instructive remarks by Prof. Os- their own. Such persons arc like 
l;>orn on several kinds of insects the Irishman's wall, which was 
that have attacked the grapevines . built so straight up that it leaned 
this year and the proper remedies to i the other way. They forget that 
apply in cases where the insects are ' real liberal-mindedness requires 
numerous enough to be injurious. that they should be liberal toward 
The last on the program was Prof. those who do not believe in liber-
Budd, who gave a very clear and ality of opinion as well as toward 
interesting discription of the Royal others. In general, however, there 
Agricultural College at Moscow. is at the present time real liberal-
Acording to his discription the ity in regard to beliefs. But is 
college is splendidly situated, has there not a chance for still further 
beautiful grounds, excellent fields, improvement in this direction even 
orchards and gardens, is fully among the most intellectual clas-
stocked with splendid specimens ses? As it is now, deception is one 
of the most improved breeds of I of the principal rules of good so-
animals and is conducted in a sys- \ ciety and it is very impolite to say 
tematic and scientific manner. what we really think. Most men 
The 800 students in attendance would feel insulted if their best 
were all boys. Prof. Budd's clos- friends even should express their 
ing remark that the social condi- real opinions about them and 
tion of that school would be im- their acts and were to point out 
proved by the introduction of the their principal faults and failings. 
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Now would it not be much better I an opinion after it is once formed, 
if we were as liberal in regard to ! no matter how absurd it may be, 
people's opinions of ourselves a;, j \vhile there are others who change 
we are in regard to their opinions their opinion nearly every time 
on religion or politics? If we had they think of the subject. The 
this liberality and each one ex- first are so fossilized that with 
pressed his honest opinion with them progress is impossible, while 
perfect freedom, would that not the second are so chaffy that they 
give us the power which Burns are carried away by every breeze 
prayed so earnestly for in one of that blows from the mouth of the 
his poems and which everyone orator. Now what is the true po-
at times wishes for~-the power to sition in regard to opinions? We 
see ourselves as others see us ? believe it to be this: every opinion 
And knowing others' opinion of us should be held subject to change 
-their criticisms and comm,~nda- when any new faet is presented to 
tions of us-how much better the judgment, but under no other 
might vYe become acquainted with circumstances. Every known fact 
ourselves ! All efforts toward im- should be taken into account and 
provement could be made in the 
direction most needed and there 
would be fewer failures caused by 
men not knowz'ng- tlzemsclz,cs. Is 
there anything that would advance 
men intellectually and morally 
more rapidly than perfect liberality 
of opinion, followed as it would be 
by honesty of expression ? Is it 
not at least worth our while to cul-
tivate and encourage this liberality 
of opinion and honesty of expres-
sion in all our intercourse with each 
other, even though we know that 
perfect honesty and liberality can-
not be expected until the rnillen-
ium comes? 
SPEAKING of opinions, there is a 
great difference in the tenacity 
with which different men hold their 
opinions. Some men never change 
given its full weight before the 
judgment pronounces an opinion 
and then that decision should 
stand, regardless of sentiment or 
surrounding circumstances, until 
new facts are presented to the 
judgment. 
There arc 190 college papers 111 
the United States.-Ex. 
In eighty-nine American colleges 
and seminaries there are over I ,400 
students who have offered them-
selves for missionary work.-Ex. 
The most heavily ~ndowed in-
stitutions in the United States arc 
Girard, $ro,ooo,ooo; Columbia, 
$5,000,000; Harvard, $3,000,000; 
John Hopkins, $4,000,000; Prince-
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ton, $2,500,000; Lehigh, $1,800, i the usual commencement oration, 
ooo; Cornell, r,400,000.-Ex. contain some real thought and are 
It is said that Daniel \Vebster not simply a collection of high-
edited the first college paper--the sounding phrases. 
Dartmouth Gazcttc.-Ex. The University of Michigan has 
The oldest college in America I,535 students. D·iring the pres-
is the College of lVIcxico, founc!ccl ent year it has advanced from the 
fifty years before Harvard.--Ex. fourth to the second among· Amer-
Oberlin college ,vas tliis year ican institutions of learning in re-
represented in the state oratorical I gard to numbers.-Ex. 
contest by a Japanese nobkman. In the Cnited States one man 
-Ex. in e1·ery two hundn.:d takes a col-
Out of every one hundred lege course ; i1, England one in 
Freshmen who enter Yale, seven-, every five hur,drccl; in Scotbncl 
ty-five graduate; at Harv2.rd · o;,c in every six hundred, and in 
seventy-four. : Germany one in every two hun--
Presidcnt i\lcCo;,h declares that clred a:1d thirtecn.-Ex. 
since he abolished secret ,societies Some of our exchanges arc 
at Princeton there has been b:::tter rather irrcg;ular in their appcar-
order, less drinking and less oppo- ancc. T\1is is especi:illy true of 
sition to the faet:lty.--Ex. several Iowa exchanges. \Vhat 
The Occident is a new excln ngc is the cause ? Is it carelessness? 
from California. lt believes th-at If so, we ,,·ish the business mana-
a large amount of space in college gcr,; would be more careful. 
papers sho~ild be devoted to ath- Yale first publi,;hecl a college pa-
letic sports and it lives up to its per in 1806, Harvard in 1810, Co-
belief quite ,vell. lumbia in 1815, Brnwn in 1829, 
Nearly 40,000 doctors have Amherst and \Villi ams in 183 I, 
graduated during the last ten Trinity in 1833, University of 
years, and this country now l:as I'ennsykania in 1833, Princeton 
one doctor to every 6oo inhabi- : and Dartmouth in 1835, Boudoin 
tants, while England has one to: in 1839.-Ex. Tbis docs not agree 
every I ,300.-Ex. : with an item g-ivcn above, but we 
The Delp_hic, whi,h is always 011 · presume that it is nearer correct. 
time, is the first· exchang·c received 
giving an account of commence-
ment. It is much larger than us-
ual and contains a number of ora-
tions, several of which, contrary to 
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Vacation!. 
Fourth of July! 
The long-needed rain came and 
all rejoiced. 
The Junior Ex. speakers breathe 
freely again, and so do the rest 
of us. 
June, "the loveliest month of 
the year," was unusually pleasant 
this year. 
THE AURORA hopes that all 
are enjoying a happy vacation and 
will return to the college showing 
the time has been improved in the 
best manner possible. 
Bugs were numerous at the col-
lege the last of the term, and after 
the lights were extinguished fair 
maids are heard saying, "Speak 
louder; my ears are tied up." 
A number of the boys remain 
at the college and minus a board-
ing place are "tenting out." There 
are various rumors afloat concern-
ing the "Solitude" surrounding 
that. 
Writing "locals" I 30 miles from 
the "scene of action" and with 
even the memory of college days 
fast fading before the lively scenes 
of vacation, "rest" is not so very 
easy. 
The long-expected much-talked-
of Junior Ex.-the Junior Ex. to 
some-was pronounced by all an 
entertainment of the first order. 
Each speaker rendered his oration 
nobly, the music was not lacking 
in quality and quantity, and the 
decorations by the Seniors were 
beautiful. 
It is regretted that two of our 
best instructors will not return next 
term. Miss Blood and Miss Goudy 
_will go to Boston during vacation, 
where they expect to remain, Miss 
Blood in her old position and Miss 
Goudy to find broader fields in 
which to perfect her art. 
The "Hayseed" meeting was 
held in the Chapel instead of in 
their society room in North Hall. 
The hall would have accommodat-
ed the audience, but for some mys-
terious reason was not used. The 
papers were all quite well received, 
that by Prof. Budd being very in-
teresting. 
Although not announced in 
Chapel the expected entertainment 
given by Miss Blood was suffi-
ciently noised abroad to secure a 
very large audience. The merit 
of the speaker is so well known 
that comment would be super-
fluous. Excellent music was 
furnished by Mrs. Halsted, Mrs. 
Knapp and Miss McDonald. 
A general social was held in the 
Chapel and adjoining rooms on the 
last Saturday evening of the term. 
The success of the evening was 
due largely to a few who superin-
tended things and deserve thanks 
for their energy and devotion. 
Charades, a few other games and 
toasts were the principal features 
PERSONAL. 
of the evening. Specializing was 1
1 
doubt of an over-wrouglzt mind, 
indulged in of course and some sad fmrtings, etc. 
strayed as far as the front porch, \ Prof and Mrs. Halsted left the 
when lo-! I j h ] 1 1 , • 1 . oay t e sc 100 cosed for Kansas, 
Scene 111 the ,rbrary: All are I where they will spend vacation. 
silently reading. The door opens 
and several girls appear, but books 
and papers do not interest them. 
Again the door opens and "the 
library closes" but the readers do 
not leave. \Vhy do they thus tarry? 
Two persons attired in quaint 
gowns and with queer-looking caps, 
and who walk with the uncertain 
Miss Nellie Young, who has 
been attending school in Des 
Moines, visited at the I. A. C. the 
last of the term. 
Miss May Benson, once a mem-
ber of '84, now a teacher in Sibley, 
Iowa, sp,cnt a few days with her 
friend, Mrs. Osborn. 
steps of age receive the gaze of all. Mr. Ericson, who is teaching at 
They are ushered from place to Story City, and ,vho ·was formerly 
place ; they look with interest on , a member of '88, attendee! the ex-
all around, are introduced and II ercises of his class June 22. 
then depart. The curtain fa!Is. Miss Violet Quint was called 
~--- - - ·- -------~-===~----_- home the week before school 
-~· PE l\F50Ji!IL.•:-{-· closed by the sickness of her sis-
ter-in-iaw, Mrs. A. U. Quint. 
Miss Vera Sullivan attended Misses Fannie and Etta Spen-
J une Ex. , cer, sisters of Nat., came down to 
Mr. Mott,' a brother of Miss I hear their brother orate and were 
Lincolnette, visited a few clays at at the colleg·e a couple of days. 
the I. A. C. Anna and John Hermann, who 
Miss Belle vVentch spent a few were members of '88, accompanied 
days at the college visiting her by their brother and sister, came 
sister Julia. from Boone to attend June Ex. 
Mamie Zimbleman enjoyed a Mr. Banks received quite an in-
visit from her brother the last clay jury while playing· a game of base-
of the term. ball a fe,v days before the close of 
Prof. and Mrs. Hainer are keep- the term. All hope that it may 
ing house for Prof. and Mrs. Ben- not prove serious. 
nett during their absence. Mrs. Pearl Brakes, of Dow City, 
We hear reports of a serious, at I01va, an old friend and schoolmate 
least painful, accident to W. H. of Florence vVeatherby, stopped 
vVright, who remained at the col- on her way home from Mount 
lege this vacation, the result no Vernon to hear Florence orate. 
LOCAL. 1 37 
'85. Gertie Wynn came home 
from New York the last of June. 
'82. H.J. Gable stopped at the 
I. A. C. long enough to hear the 
Juniors orate. 
'82-'82. Mr. and Mrs. C. I. 
Lorbeer, who are living in Califor-
nia, lost their little boy last Jan-
uary. 
'85. C. E. Underhill is hammer-
ing away at legal lore at Cherokee. 
He will soon be a full-fledged at-
torney. 
'84. W. E. D. Morrison, D. V. 
M., is located at Sioux City with 
the largest veterinary practice in 
the west. 
'84. Edna Bell is a very suc-
cessful teacher in Missouri Valley 
and expects to remain there the 
coming year. 
'8 I. J as. S. Dewell, a le gal 
light and mayor of Missouri Val-
ley, Iowa, visited his brother at 
the college and attended the Junior 
Ex. 
'83. C. H. Keagley graduated 
recently at the law department of 
Drake University. He contem-
plates locating at ~ evada. Suc-
cess. 
'86. G. W. Greene "rusticates'' 
on a farm this summer and looks 
the very picture of a typical gran-
ger. In a recent encounter with a 
barb-wire fence G. W. came off a 
little "worse for wear" but still 
survives. 
'86. W. E. Gamble, M. D., late 
graduate of Rush medical college, 
is located at What Cheer in the em-
ploy of the leading physician of 
the city. 
'76. Vv7• M. James, a prosperous 
merchant of El Paso, Texas, visit-
ed his alma mater during vacation. 
Among the many things he was 
glad to see was the horse's skele-
ton in Dr. Stalker's office, which 
he mounted while a student here. 
'84. The sad news of the death 
of Mrs. Anna Henry Quint was a 
shock to her many friends at the 
college and elsewhere. Although 
she died of consumption it was not 
known until a short time before 
her death that she was in danger. 
She died at her home in Carroll, 
June 21. 
'73. The governor has received 
the third annual report of the State 
veterinary surgeon. The matter 
of veterinary surgery as enforced 
in this State has been very dex-
trously handled by Prof. Stalker 
and the book is gotten up with a 
remarkable completeness.-State 
Register. 
'74. George E. Marsh, who 
will be rem em be red as the Cres-
cent orator of last fall, has recently 
won new lauruels in his profession 
in a case of alleged malpractice 
in Duluth, Minnesota. The St. 
Paul Pioneer Press, in speaking of 
DIRECTORY. 
his charge to the jury, pronounces 
it a masterpiece of eloquence. 
'8 r. Nellie Bell stopped for a 
few days with Mrs. Osborn, on her 
way home from Missouri Valley. 
J. PAXTON ...................... President. 
W. N. GLADSON ................ Secretary. 
AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL ASSOCIATION. 
Meets in Korth Hall at 7 P. M., every al-
'82. D. T. Stockman returned ternate Friday. Those interested are cor-
from Des Moines last week a full- dially invited. 
fledged lawyer. Stockman is a. G. H. COLTON .................. President. 
worthy young man and we wish him I J. CRAIG.······················ Secretary. 
success.-T¥hat Cheer Reporter. I VETERIKARY MEDICAL SOCIETY. 
The four li ternry societies meet in their 
respective halls every Saturday evening at 
7:30 P. M. All are invited to attend. 
CLIOLIAN LITERARY SOCIETY. 
OLLIE \VU.SON .................. President. 
JULIA \VENTCI-I ............. Cor. Secretary. 
BACHELOR. DEBATING SOCIETY. 
J. A. PERLEY ................... President. 
C. L. BARTHOLOMEW ....... Cor. Secretary. 
PHILOMATHEAN LITERARY 
SOCIETY. 
F. IL GRAVES .................. President. 
BERTHA RooT ............. Cor. Secretary. 
Meets in Sauitary Hall at 7 P. M., every 
second ancl fourth Friday of each month. 
All interested in this line cordially invited. 
M. STALKER .................... Presiden:. 
L. G. l'A TTY .................... Secretary. 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 
MEETINGS. 
Sunday School every Sunday at r:15 P. M. 
Prayer :Vleeling: Sunday evening at 7 P. M., 
in the chapel; Thursday evening at 6:ro P. 
M., in Freshman Recitation Room. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to :all. 
E. A. KIRKPATRICK ............. President. 
JULIA WE'ITCH ................. Secretary. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
R. F. JORDAN ................... President. 
CRESCENT LITER.ARY SOCIETY. E. W. STANTON ................. Secretary. 
G. S. GovrnR ........ · ..... ·····!'resident. SCIENCE CLUB. 
Low JOHNSON .............. Cor. Secretary. 
V. C. GAMBELL. ................ President. 
SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS. N. E. IlAKSEN .................. Secretary. 
Meets in Engineering Hall at 7 P. M., every COLLEGE BAND. 
second and fourth Fridays of each month. 
Those interested in engineering are cordially G. Z. BARNES ................... President. 
invited. B. J. SHELDEN .................. Secretary. 
